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Munesu Shoko – Editor

quarrying@crown.co.za

The South African 
construction industry began 
2021 with some hope for 
growth, but the industry 

didn’t take off as anticipated. 
Despite the challenges that have 
resulted, there are reasons to be 
optimistic this year. While the 
ongoing pandemic’s impact on 
the 2022 construction market is 
on everyone’s mind, some major 
changes in demand for construction 
materials might present 
opportunities for the quarrying 
sector. 

One of the key trends in recent 
years has been the growth of small 
to medium construction companies, 
at the expense of the “big boys”. 
Consequently, quarries had to 
adjust to doing business with the 
smaller contractors. This is in line 
with the country’s new approach 

to packaging construction projects 
into smaller lots to allow small to 
medium contractors to benefit from 
the country’s infrastructure build 
programme. 

Things have changed significantly 
in the industry over the past few 
years. The local construction industry 
was traditionally dominated by the 
“Big Five”. Today, the complete 
opposite is true. Though many of 
the big construction contractors 
may talk tongue in cheek about the 
small players, they have been blown 
out of the water, with the exception 
of one or two. These demographic 
changes are reshaping demand for 
new projects, while determining their 
size. 

It’s a different market altogether, 
which changes aggregates 
companies’ strategies and risk 
profile. For example, a couple of 

years ago, quarrying companies had 
huge debtors with huge credit limits; 
today much of their business is on a 
cash basis, as “bakkie brigades” have 
become major customers.  

So, what does the future hold for 
construction material suppliers? It is 
important to understand new factors 
that are driving the economy and 
new things that are becoming more 
important. It is all about strategic 
management; looking at the current 
environment and where the company 
wants to be, where the opportunities 
are and where the threats are. What 
has changed for the worse? It’s all 
about considering these factors and 
playing this game over time.

From an infrastructure rollout 
perspective, it is encouraging to note 
government’s efforts to enhance 
infrastructure projects, with further 
growth expected in the construction 
industry in the country. According to 
the South African Institution of Civil 
Engineering, government unveiled 
62 projects at the Sustainable 
Infrastructure Development 
Symposium South Africa in 2020. 
While the pace of progress has been 
slow, it is there. Approximately 33% of 
these projects are in construction and 
some have already been completed, 
with another 20% at various stages of 
preparation and feasibility.

In further positive news, Q3 of 2021 
saw more tenders being advertised. 
While the net effect of those tenders 
will only be felt in six to 12 months’ 
time, construction companies and 
their quarrying counterparts should 
start preparing themselves for work. 

In conclusion, here is some 
perspective to ring in the new year: 
“2021 – slow; 2022 – good.” That’s 
the takeaway from construction 
observers looking ahead to 2022, 
even as the uncertainty of the 
pandemic remains and economic 
challenges in the country continue to 
weigh on their minds. l
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INDUSTRY NEWS

New ASPASA programme to develop young professionals 

Surface mining industry association, 
ASPASA, will start an all-new mentor-
ship programme aimed at encouraging 
and developing young professionals in 
the industry.

Mounting requests for the imple-
mentation of a mentorship programme 
were received following presentations 
to the industry by the association’s 
Engineering and Young Professionals 

Nico Pienaar, director of ASPASA. 

Committee and led to an agreement to 
launch the small surface opencast min-
ing industry mentoring programme.

ASPASA director Nico Pienaar says the 
association recently registered with ECSA 
and also plans to assist young profession-
als to register with ECSA. The association 
will drive the learning and development of 
both mentees and mentors. 

“We will arrange online meetings 
between professionals with talent, 
providing accessibility and opportu-
nity regardless of location, encourag-
ing participants to share and learn. 
Through a comprehensive matching 
process, this program supports 
professionals with career guidance 
and direction by sharing experiences, 
developing career goals and fostering 
mentoring relationships beyond the 
programme’s duration. 

“It is available to men and women living 
and working in South Africa and expres-
sions of interest are now open. Mentees 
can expect to receive career guidance 
and support from a sector leader for their 

professional growth as well as expanding 
their industry networks. They will learn 
and be supported by a mentor who is 
invested in their career.

“Mentors by comparison can give 
back to the industry which has sup-
ported them. In doing so, they will 
gain recognition as a subject matter 
expert and leader. They will be exposed 
to fresh perspectives, ideas, and 
approaches, as well as expanding their 
own individual leadership and coach-
ing style,” says Pienaar. 

He adds that individuals eligible 
for the mentee program must have 
a strong interest in developing their 
careers, currently be working in the sur-
face mining industry and must formally 
reside in South Africa. 

Mentors should have worked more 
than 10 years in the surface mining 
industry, have a desire to support 
career growth for the next generation 
of mining professionals and must cur-
rently be working in the surface mining 
industry or recently retired. l

There is ongoing international, as well as 
strong rural local interest in the online 
training by Cement and Concrete South 
Africa’s School of Concrete Technology 
(SCT), the oldest and largest provider of 
concrete technology education in South 
Africa which has for decades offered a 
wide range of acclaimed courses for all 
levels of competency.  

SCT, to comply with COVID-19 restric-
tions, currently offers a diverse selec-
tion of online concrete training courses 
tailored specifically to the needs of the 
concrete industry and hopes to again 
include live classes next year if pandemic 
conditions and restrictions allow. Since 
going online, students have enrolled for 
the SCT’s more advanced courses from 
diverse global areas including Uganda, 
Kenya, New Zealand and the United Arab 
Emirates, says John Roxburgh, senior 
lecturer at the School. 

“Staff of South African mines in remote 
areas have also made extensive use of 
the SCT30 ‘Concrete Technology’ course 
in preparation for their engineers’ mining 
‘tickets’ of competency. For our more 

basic brick- and block-making courses, 
enrolments have come from distant rural 
areas such as Mthatha and Port St Johns 
in the Eastern Cape; Mkhuze, Msinga 
and Mvoti in KZN, as well as Giyani, 
Steelpoort, Phalaborwa and the Venda 
region in Limpopo province, to name just 
a few places,” Roxburgh states.  

The School’s 2022 Training Programme 
is scheduled for release soon but 
currently it offers more than 15 concrete 
training courses, three of which are 
internationally recognised, including 
the highly sought-after and internation-
ally- recognised Advanced Concrete 
Technology (ACT) diploma. In addition, 
SCT offers special concrete technology 
courses tailor-made for specific com-
panies’ needs. The School’s team of 
trainers/lecturers can formulate courses 
to address a full range of skills training a 
company may need to add more creative 
strategic thinking and expertise to its 
ranks.    

 “The SCT has structured a progres-
sion of course levels that will allow 
prospective students to join at a level 

that matches their personal competency. 
There can be no short cuts to becoming 
a good concrete technology practitioner 
and the School has all the educational 
requirements to help trainees meet their 
specific goals,” he states.

Successful students for all SCTs 
courses receive certificates of atten-
dance/competence and Continuing 
Professional Development (CPD) points 
are awarded on selected courses.l

International enrolment for School of Concrete Technology training 

John Roxburgh, senior lecturer at the 
School of Concrete Technology.
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Holcim and Volvo jointly work in a project to use autonomous electric haulers

Volvo Autonomous Solutions and Holcim 
Switzerland have partnered to jointly test 
and further develop the use of auton-
omous electric haulers in a limestone 
quarry. The two companies are dedicated 
to seeking infrastructure and transport 
solutions that are safe, efficient, innova-
tive and sustainable.

Volvo Autonomous Solutions and 
Holcim Switzerland have entered a 
collaboration to jointly test and further 
develop the use of autonomous electric 
haulers in a limestone quarry. Holcim’s 
quarry Gabenchopf in Siggenthal has 
been chosen as the site for this project. 

The battery-electric haulers currently 
being tested mark a groundbreaking step 
in the industry: not only are they quieter 
and more sustainable than conventional 
haulers, they are also safer – in fact, 
they are the world’s first commercially 
available CE-certified electric, autono-
mous transport solution for the quarry 
and cement industries.

“This project show-cases a sus-
tainable transport solution that is 
commercially viable and combines the 
technology shifts of connectivity, auto-
mation and electrification,” says Nils 
Jaeger, President of Volvo Autonomous 
Solutions. “Through a strong partnership 
with Holcim Switzerland this will happen 

in a real environment driven by two com-
mitted companies dedicated to jointly 
presenting the future.”

“We are delighted to partner with 
Volvo on this project,” says Simon 
Kronenberg, CEO of Holcim Switzerland 
and Italy. “Our participation in this 
project represents another step towards 
fulfilling our sustainability objectives: we 
seek solutions that are both innovative 
and environmentally responsible and we 
are constantly investing in measures to 
reduce our ecological footprint in order 
to help build a sustainable future.” 

For Holcim, logistics plays a major role 
in the world-wide efforts to reduce the 

impact on climate: “Here, we as a com-
pany can contribute already today while 
we continue to work on the development 
of CO2-reduced technologies and prod-
ucts.” Related, and equally important, 
is the issue of renewable energy: Holcim 
has been using 100% renewable elec-
trical energy at all sites since 2019 and 
makes a point of using only green energy 
for electrically powered vehicles such as 
the electric concrete truck mixers that are 
already in use.

The testing and likely deployment of 
electric haulers in its quarry is part of 
Holcim’s digitisation initiative “Plants of 
Tomorrow”. l

INDUSTRY NEWS

Surface mining industry association, 
ASPASA, is actively steering a course for 
members to improve their operations 
and adopt the latest techniques and 
technologies.

Active participation of highly regarded 
industry experts on engineering com-
mittee is allowing members to share 
best practices and actively participate 
in regularly held workshops and webi-
nars online. This was further demon-
strated during an online presentation 
of findings from a study conducted by a 
member company into drill and blasting 
parameters.

ASPASA director Nico Pienaar says 
that information sharing and learnings 
from its various technical committee 
is invaluable and easily shared via 
online webinars and meeting platforms. 
The latest engineering committee 

presentation by Mathews Masegela of 
Lafarge was a good example of a study 
that has been carried out and which 
may shed some valuable light on the 
subject of blast vibration compari-
sons between various drill and blast 
parameters.

The study at Lafarge Peak Quarry 
in the Western Cape revealed the 
careful attention that is needed to 
optimise blast parameters and resul-
tant fragmentation of rock, to ensure 
health and safety, as well as limiting 
ground vibration, air over pressure, fly 
rocks, among others. It also looked at 
environmental considerations such as 
preventing disturbance of the plant 
infrastructure and neighbourhood 
settlements.

In depth calculations were shared 
on different blast types and charges 

and showed one or two surprising 
outcomes. It was found that it is pos-
sible to keep all the blasting activities 
(vibration, and the noise) contained 
within a 500 m radius and that timing 
can play an important role in reducing 
noise and vibration using a single ini-
tiation point or single hole detonation. 
Reduced hole diameter, bench height, 
burden and spacing also needed to be 
carefully evaluated.

“This is the kind of information that 
we share among members and where 
possible use our pooled expertise and 
resources to advance surface mining 
in South Africa. We therefore encour-
age all surface mining operations to 
become part of ASPASA and partici-
pate in our many technical commit-
tee studies and events,” concludes 
Pienaar. l

ASPASA technical committees share expertise

Volvo Autonomous Solutions and Holcim Switzerland have entered a collaboration to jointly test and 
further develop the use of autonomous electric haulers in a limestone quarry.



Afrimat Construction Index recovers 
further in third quarter of 2021

Afrimat, the JSE-listed open pit mining company 
providing industrial minerals, bulk commodities and 
construction materials, has released the findings of the 
Afrimat Construction Index (ACI) for the third quarter of 
2021. The ACI is a composite index of the level of activity 
within the building and construction sectors compiled 
by renowned economist Dr Roelof Botha on behalf of 
Afrimat.

In line with several key indicators of construction activity, 
the ACI staged a swift recovery from the COVID-19 induced 
slump that occurred during the second quarter of 2020, 
increasing by 60% in the very next quarter. Since then, 
however, progress has been muted, with a year-on-year 
improvement of 4,5%. It is nevertheless encouraging that 
the ACI has managed to record a quarter-on-quarter rate 
of increase of 2,8% when several sectors of the economy 
were under severe pressure due to the July unrest in parts 
of KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng.

Another encouraging feature of the latest ACI is the 
fact that these sectors have outperformed most others, 
including the economy as a whole. According to Statistics 
South Africa data, the country’s gross domestic product 
(GDP) shrank marginally by 0,3% during the third quarter 
compared to the second quarter. A full recovery from the 
effects of the pandemic will probably only be realised in 
2022, with the current value of the ACI (108,9 index points) 
still more than 5% shy of the value recorded in the third 
quarter of 2019. 

The stand-out performers during the third quarter 
of 2021 were Building Material Sales, Hardware Retail 
Sales, the Volume Of Building Materials Produced, and 
the Value Of Buildings Completed in the country’s larger 
municipalities. 

According to Dr Botha, on-going efforts to rebuild the 
facilities that were damaged during the July unrest should 
continue to boost construction-related activity during the 
four quarter, which, combined with the absence of strict 
lockdown regulations during these three months, could 
witness a further recovery in the ACI to very close to its pre-
Covid-19 level.

“Construction-related activity is inherently labour inten-
sive and, hopefully, government will not react too harshly 
to the fourth wave of COVID-19 infections, which does not 
seem to be as severe as the previous wave in terms of the 
rate of hospitalisations,” says Botha.

“One point of concern is the decision by the South 
African Reserve Bank to raise interest rates at a time when 
there is clearly an absence of excessive demand in the 
economy and when unemployment keeps rising. Private 
sector credit extension also remains on a downward 
trajectory, which makes the Reserve Bank’s return to more 
stringent monetary policy quite strange.

“Fortunately, however, the prime overdraft rate at 7,25% 
is still low by historical standards, which should not deter 
the construction sector to continue on a growth path 
during 2022.” l
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ELIMINATING 
GUESSWORK IN LOADOUT 
PROCESSES
Given that the precise determination of the weight of products being carried 
at quarries is a crucial parameter in the daily functions of operations, it 
is essential to adopt efficient and accurate on-board weighing solutions. 
With the Trimble Loadrite L3180 SmartScale, the next generation of 
onboard weighing that uses artificial intelligence for more accurate, precise 
and faster loading, quarry operators can better optimise loadout, track 
productivity and prevent overloading, writes Munesu Shoko. 

W ith an anticipated rebound of the construction sector in South Africa in 2022, 
the more pressing concern for quarries is being able to ramp up production to 
meet the projected demand for aggregates. In an environment where emphasis is 
fixed firmly on output, the Trimble Loadrite L3180 SmartScale from Loadtech Load 
Cells can give quarry management the ‘pulse’ of the entire operation, putting 
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productivity in their hands. 
The quarrying industry has a 

dynamic operational environment 
that makes it absolutely essential 
for the sector to deploy the right 
tools and systems to raise the bar of 
performance and efficiency. These 
tools have the power to directly affect 
the output and profitability of any 
quarrying business. 

One critical tool that must form 
part of every quarrying business, 
argues Glen Webster, sales director at 
Loadtech Load Cells, is the on-board 
weighing system. There are several 
instances in quarries when weighing 
from a specific site becomes purely 
inefficient and inconvenient. This is 
where on-board scales come into play. 
The digital display fitted in the cabin of 
the vehicle offers easy assessment of 
weight metrics, thus minimising super-
visory overheads and human error.

New era
At a time when the quarrying industry 
anticipates a positive business cycle, 

In an environment where emphasis is fixed firmly on 
output, the Trimble Loadrite L3180 SmartScale from 
Loadtech Load Cells can give quarry management the 
‘pulse’ of the entire operation, putting productivity into 
their hands

A major talking point is the use of angle sensors instead 
of the traditional rotary triggers. This allows the system 
to adjust for rough terrain, technique and movement so 
new and skilled operators can load with greater accuracy, 
precision and speed

The Loadrite L3180 SmartScale connects machines and 
devices for the collection and syncing of data via the built-
in WiFi to InsightHQ reporting portal

Since its launch some two years ago, the L3180 has seen 
an increased uptake in the local quarrying industry, with 
several big quarrying groups among the early adopters

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Load weighing systems give quarry management the ‘pulse’ of the entire operation, 
putting productivity in their hands.

The L3180 SmartScale adjusts 
for rough terrain, technique 
and movement so new and 
skilled operators can load 
accurately with confidence 
and speed. 
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the Loadrite L3180 Smart Scale, launched locally some two years ago, has ush-
ered in a new era in load weighing systems. A major talking point, says Webster, 
is the use of angle sensors instead of the traditional rotary triggers. This allows 
the system to offer accurate weighing in tough conditions. 

Webster notes that the next generation L3180 loader scale is the company’s 
best yet, changing the game in the industry by being able to adjust for rough 
terrain, technique and movement so new and skilled operators can load with 
greater accuracy, precision and speed. 

“Ideal for wheel loaders, excavators and conveyor systems, the L3180 
SmartScale adjusts for rough terrain, 
technique and movement so new and 
skilled operators can load accurately 
with confidence and speed,” he says. 
“Intelligence in the weighing software 
and new hardware gives operators of all 
skill levels the ability to load faster and 
more productively than ever before.”

Key features and benefits 
The LOADRITE L3180 SmartScale uses 
weighing intelligence and solid state 
sensors for more accurate, precise and 
faster loading. It also connects machines 
and devices for the collection and sync-
ing of data via the built-in WiFi to the 

InsightHQ reporting portal. When using Trimble’s cloud-based InsightHQ quarry 
reporting portal, personnel can gain access to site production and operator 
performance KPIs on desktop or mobile devices.

“The L3180 now offers in-cab KPIs, including tonne/hour, tonnes and truck 
count to enable operators to monitor performance and achieve daily targets,” 
explains Webster. “Data is presented in dashboard or graphical formats, includ-
ing a new loadout performance heatmap, powered by built-in GPS. The system 
caches data locally and then syncs it with InsightHQ.”

The L3180 keeps payload data safe by caching data during power or signal 
weakness/loss. When the connection is restored, wireless connection is re-es-
tablished and data will automatically sync with InsightHQ. 

The 5,7” touchscreen display is twice the size of previous generation displays 

and features colourful graphics, a 
cleaner interface design and a new 
touchscreen to allow for faster menu 
navigation and interaction.

New loading information detail, 
including customer and product for 
each job, can be customised on the 
interface by each operator to match 
their workflow and make it easier to 
see the right information for maxi-
mum productivity. 

“Customers are guaranteed more 
uptime with the L3180 SmartScale. 
The new multi-axis IMU sensors are 
more robust with no moving parts, 
reducing the need for repair and 
maintenance. They are also faster 
and less invasive to install, with no 
need to customise mounting brackets 
or to weld,” explains Webster. 

Additionally, eTickets sends load 
information to any email address, 
reducing the need for truck drivers to 
leave the cab while on site, and get 
on the road quicker. In the COVID-19 
world, an eTicket-enabled worksite 
also helps support a safer environ-
ment for visiting truck drivers as there 
is one less reason to exit the truck 
cab and potentially put themselves in 
an unsafe area. 

“Before COVID-19, it was standard 
practice to use a paper workflow 
with load tickets for truck drivers. 
With social distancing and the risk 
of injury to truck drivers who leave 
their cab around heavy equipment, 

By tracking the amount of 
material moved per hour to 
measure productivity and 
set benchmarks using load 
weighing systems, operators 
can identify underperforming 
machines and make 
appropriate adjustments.

“Customers are guaranteed more 

uptime with the L3180 SmartScale. The 

new multi-axis IMU sensors are more 

robust with no moving parts, reducing 

the need for repair and maintenance. 

They are also faster and less invasive 

to install, with no need to customise 

mounting brackets or to weld.”
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this may no longer be acceptable. The answer is paperless, contactless Trimble 
eTickets,” says Webster.

Increased uptake
Since its launch some two years ago, the L3180 has seen an increased uptake in 
the local quarrying industry, with several big quarrying groups among the early 
adopters, says Webster. 

“We sold about 90 units in the first year and about 200 the second year. 
There is an apparent mindset shift in the industry. Quarry owners are now 
aware that they can actively reduce their total cost of ownership across 
their earthmoving equipment and trucks by using load weighing systems’ 
monitoring and alert features to set benchmarks and measure productivity,” 
he says. 

Webster says the industry has seen the importance of understanding 
how productive their machines are, including how much fuel they use and 
how much material they move. They can also use that information to make 
changes where necessary to improve efficiency and reduce costs.

By tracking the amount of material moved per hour to measure productiv-
ity and set benchmarks using load weighing systems, operators can identify 
underperforming machines and make appropriate adjustments to ensure all 
equipment is working at its optimum efficiency. 

An on-board weighing system such as the Loadrite L3180 SmartScale can 
be used to calculate the weight of material in an excavator’s or loader’s 
bucket, relay this information to the operator and record the weight for later 
use. Being able to track the amount of material moved per hour can then be 
used internally as part of an overall business analysis to measure productiv-
ity and set benchmarks.

“Once you know your benchmark productivity rates, it’s also easy to 
identify equipment that is underperforming, which sets off a trigger for an 
investigation into the underlying causes. These causes can vary widely, from 
operator error to equipment failure.”

Once productivity benchmarks are set, fleet managers can customise their 
systems to capture a wide range of other data such as cycle times, which can 
then be used to identify process bottlenecks and inefficiencies. By resolving 
these issues, managers can improve productivity and reduce operating costs.

“The Loadrite system can also measure the cycle times between each loading 
event, which can show how efficiently material is being moved. Shorter cycle 

times generally point to a more effi-
cient and therefore more profitable 
operation,” says Webster.  

The system actively helps reduce 
fuel usage. By using an accurate 
on-board weighing system, oper-
ators can ensure trucks are filled 
correctly the first time, with no pro-
ductivity lost due to under loading 
or overloading.

“By loading trucks correctly from 
the outset, unnecessary truck move-
ment is reduced as there is no need 
to turn around for either a refill or a 
removal of material once the trucks 
get to the weighbridge,” concludes 
Webster. l

Since its launch some two years ago, the L3180 has seen an increased 
uptake in the local quarrying industry, with several big quarrying groups 
among the early adopters. 

“We sold about 90 units in the first 

year and about 200 the second year. 

There is an apparent mindset shift in 

the industry. Quarry owners are now 

aware that they can actively reduce 

their total cost of ownership across 

their earthmoving equipment and 

trucks by using load weighing systems’ 

monitoring and alert features to set 

benchmarks and measure productivity.”



BME managing director Ralf Hennecke has hailed 
AXXIS Titanium as a significant advance for the 
company’s ever-evolving technology offering, 
securing BME’s position among the global leaders 
in electronic delay detonator (EDD) design.

“Our release of AXXIS Titanium raises the bar globally for 
the electronic detonator market,” says Hennecke. “This flag-
ship product reflects our continued focus on digital advance-
ment on mines, and is designed to seamlessly integrate with 
BME’s software systems and hand-held digital tools.”

AXXIS Titanium improves safety levels and manufacturing 
quality through enhanced communication with the detona-
tor during manufacturing to avoid defects. Performance is 
raised through the increased blast duration per detonator, 
more units per blasting box and precise firing accuracy. 

“Most importantly, the AXXIS Titanium system was built 
for the blaster and blast engineers who work with the 
product every day,” he says. “The robustness of the wire, 
the easy-to-use interface and the improved integration will 
improve efficiency in terms of time, data and reporting.”

As the latest generation of BME’s popular and 

well-proven AXXIS system, AXXIS Titanium takes blasting 
safety and flexibility to a new level, according to Tinus Brits, 
BME’s global product manager for AXXIS. BME has over the 
decades made regular advances in the performance, safety 
and reliability of this innovative solution, says Brits.

“The latest iteration builds on the achievements of the 
AXXIS GII model and raises the bar in many of the features 
that have served our customers so well,” he says. “These 
include further refinements in safety, accuracy, flexibility, 
ease of use and speed in preparing each blast.”

Safety remains the watchword, with the incorporation 
of a Swiss-designed application-specific integrated circuit 
(ASIC) chip in the BME detonators, delivering several added 
benefits. The ASIC gives the system more internal safety 
gates against stray current and lightning, enhancing safety 
levels and allowing for inherently safe logging and testing. 

Dual safety
“A unique innovation is our use of dual capacitors and 
dual voltage, allowing us to conduct low voltage logging 
to avoid any chance of detonation,” he says. Blasts are 

Safe and efficient blasting has taken a momentous step forward with Omnia Group 
company BME’s launch of AXXIS Titanium, one of the world’s most advanced 
electronic blast detonation systems.

AT THE BLASTING EDGE
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AXXIS Titanium allows mines 
to program blasts of up to 35 
seconds long for larger and 
more complex blasts. 
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initiated by a robust, encrypted blast command ensuring that detonators 
all receive their respective commands and fire as planned. He emphasises 
that the detonator will only react if it receives the correct, encrypted firing 
sequence from the blasting equipment, not from any other source. 

“We have developed AXXIS Titanium to be resistant to electro-magnetic 
pulses (EMPs) caused by the blast, which can affect the accuracy of detonators 
or even cause them to fail,” he says. “Our intensive tests in conjunction with the 
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) showed that our detonators 
can withstand a significant EMP without any impact on their timing.”

He notes that underground blasting – within confined spaces – made 

The commercialisation of AXXIS Titanium follows extensive laboratory and field testing in 
South Africa. 

BME’s release of AXXIS Titanium raises the bar globally 
for the electronic detonator market

A unique innovation is the use of dual capacitors and 
dual voltage, allowing customers to conduct low voltage 
logging to avoid any chance of detonation

The ASIC chip boasts more memory and processing speed, 
facilitating easier timing and centralised programming if 
the timing needs to be changed after being conducted on 
the bench

The commercialisation of AXXIS Titanium follows 
extensive laboratory and field testing in South Africa, 
leading to the recent award of an Inspection Authority 
certificate by the Department of Mineral Resources and 
Energy

KEY TAKEAWAYS

detonators particularly susceptible 
to re-setting and misfiring due to 
voltages from EMP, as well as from 
dynamic pressures. Over-moulding 
of all components on the electronic 
board protects the detonators against 
dynamic pressures, and isolates com-
ponents from any induced ground 
currents – such as electrostatic 
discharge and lightning strikes.

Easier timing, more dets
The ASIC chip boasts more memory 
and processing speed, facilitat-
ing easier timing and centralised 
programming if the timing needs to 
be changed after being conducted 
on the bench. It also achieves 
lower power consumption with the 
incorporation of dual capacitors – so 
more detonators can be initiated per 
blast. The system can now manage 
1 000 detonators per blasting box, 
doubling the capability of the previ-
ous generation. 

Brits also notes that up to 20 
blasting boxes can be linked and 
synchronised through hard wiring, 
enabling the possibility of initiating 
up to 20 000 electronic detonators in 
a single blast – doubling the capacity 
of the AXXIS GII generation.

“AXXIS has been proven in some 
of the largest mining blasts on 
record, giving mines the opportunity 
to conduct fewer blasts – thereby 
reducing downtime due to pit clo-
sures,” he says. “The ultra-low energy 
micro-chip is also less susceptible 
to leakage and cable resistance and 
extends the firing time to a maximum 
of 35 seconds.”

Speed, testability
The ease of use and on-bench 
logging is among the key benefits 
of AXXIS Titanium. Hennie du Preez, 
BME’s manager AXXIS Support, 
highlights the one-step logging and 
testing of detonators, as well as 
the simple fault-finding and quick 
corrections on the blast pattern.

“Everything is built into the logger, 
which can now do the programming, 
scanning and testing,” says du 
Preez. “The market appreciates the 
speed at which you can now fire a 
blast; after the detonators have been 
programmed, you can start up the 
controller from the view site and blast 
within two minutes.”

The speed of the ASIC chip on the 
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BME developed AXXIS Titanium to be resistant to electro-magnetic pulses caused by the 
blast, which can affect the accuracy of detonators or even cause them to fail. 

system’s board cuts the program-
ming time by half, he notes.

Blasting for sustainability
The accuracy of the detonation 
delays has been further fine-tuned, 
reaching a 0,02% firing accuracy for 
consistent and quality blasting that 
results in better rock fragmentation 
and consistency. He highlighted 
the positive impact this has on the 
efficiency of key mine measurables 
like loading rates and crusher 
throughput. 

This in turn helps mines improve 
their carbon footprints as they pursue 
increasingly vital sustainability 
targets. In this way, BME’s technology 
innovation is closely aligned with 
the Omnia Group’s ongoing focus on 
sustainability, which prioritises zero 
harm and positive impact to build a 
better future.

Accurate blast design and initiation 
also allows mines to ensure they are 
operating within regulatory limits 
regarding vibration control. 

“Commands from the operator are 
written into the detonator’s non-vol-
atile memory, so that it cannot be 
over-written or deleted,” he says. “This 

is very useful for post-blast analysis if 
required, even the blast command is 
recorded by the memory chip.” 

Integration
He highlights the value of techno-
logical integration of AXXIS with 
BME’s other innovative solutions 
such as its BLASTMAP blast planning 
software, XPLOLOG platform and 
cloud-based storage for post-blast 
analysis. The system also integrates 
with third-party blasting software.

“The AXXIS Titanium system sup-
ports BME’s data integration vision 
for customers,” he says. “This aims at 
giving customers better control of the 
entire blasting process, as well as cus-
tomised reports and data solutions to 
optimise efficiency and cost.”

Roll out
The commercialisation of AXXIS 
Titanium follows extensive labo-
ratory and field testing in South 
Africa, leading to the recent award 
of an Inspection Authority certifi-
cate by the Department of Mineral 
Resources and Energy. Enthusiastic 
uptake of AXXIS Titanium has 
already begun in BME’s southern 

The AXXIS Titanium system was built for the blaster and blast engineers who work with the 
product every day. 
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African market, and the system will 
soon be rolled out across BME’s 
extensive Africa footprint. 

Further afield, Australia is also 
an important market for this AXXIS 
upgrade, especially due to the 
complexity of their coal seams and 
methods – such as through-seam 
blasting, said Du Preez.  

“With multiple seams requiring 
the loading of detonators to prevent 
contamination of coal with waste, 
longer firing delays are an important 
benefit,” he says. 

The system is already certified 
in Australia, Asia Pacific and the 
United States, and the necessary 
regulatory processes are underway 
to certify AXXIS Titanium in Canada 
and the rest of the company’s global 
territories. 

Training
Providing the necessary training for 
customers to use the new system 
remains an important part of BME’s 
contribution, according to Tom 
Dermody, technical services man-
ager at BME Australia-Asia. Dermody 
notes that the training has evolved 
over the years as mines have 
become more familiar with electronic 
detonation technology, and more 
recently as the COVID-19 pandemic 
has restricted access to mine sites. 

“We now split the training between 
virtual sessions online and practical 
sessions on the bench,” he says. 
“As electronic initiation systems are 
used more widely, the training tends 
to focus more on BME’s specific 
offering. Mines’ blasting teams can 
now do most of the introductory 
training online, which we then aug-
ment with a more hands-on training 
element on-site which focuses on 
practicalities.”

AXXIS Silver
For customers in smaller mining 
operations, quarries, construction 
and demolition, there is also a 
slimmed-down version of this sys-
tem in the form of AXXIS Silver – for 
applications that do not require such 
large blast capability. 

Du Preez emphasises, however, that 
AXXIS Silver has the same microchip, 
safety features and ease of use as 
AXXIS Titanium.  It will shortly com-
plete the required testing protocols to 
achieve the necessary certification. l



https://www.bellequipment.com/
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TRANSFORMING 
CRUSHING OPERATIONS

Monitoring technology has, over the years, ushered in a new era in 
crushing. With the onset of connectivity and digitalisation gaining 
momentum as end-users redefine their investment strategies, Theo 
Hendricks, product manager comminution at Weir Minerals, tells 
Modern Quarrying’s Munesu Shoko how the company’s Synertrex 
platform, an advanced IIoT technology, is helping crushing 
operations transform their operations. 

W ith Synertrex digital solutions, Weir Minerals has created products that learn, 
that let customers know when something is wrong, and that can solve a problem 
before it starts. Developed by Weir, Synertrex smart analytics platform is easily 
integrated into customers’ existing systems. Synertrex gives customers an 
advanced level of understanding by allowing operators to monitor every aspect of 

their equipment’s operation, prevent problems and increase throughput.
Weir Minerals uses its Synertrex intelligent platform for monitoring Trio cone crushers, says 

Hendricks. “Monitoring encompasses several areas, notably the health and performance of the 
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crusher, the lubrication system, the 
hydraulic and control system, as well 
as crusher loading. Equipment utili-
sation can be accurately monitored 
and measured, while component 
replacement can be planned and exe-
cuted on an optimal basis,” he says. 

For the Enduron HPGR, adds 
Hendricks, health conditions such 
as bearings and lubrication, hydrau-
lics, drivetrain and tyre wear can be 
monitored using Synertrex technol-
ogy. Performance parameters such as 
throughput and equipment utilisation 
can be monitored. Equipment utilisa-
tion in turn allows for monitoring the 
estimated replacement interval.

Changing the game 
The performance of crushing plants 
is critical in the overall efficiency 
of processing plants. Hendricks 
says monitoring technology is thus 
changing the game as far as crush-
ing performance is concerned.  

“Safety, which is of paramount 
importance, is certainly greatly 

With Synertrex digital solutions, Weir Minerals has 
created products that learn, that let customers know 
when something is wrong, and that can solve a problem 
before it starts

Weir Minerals uses its Synertrex intelligent platform for 
monitoring Trio cone crushers. Monitoring encompasses 
several areas, notably the health and performance of the 
crusher, the lubrication system, the hydraulic and control 
system, as well as crusher loading

For the Enduron HPGR, health conditions such as bearings 
and lubrication, hydraulics, drivetrain and tyre wear can be 
monitored using Synertrex technology

Safety, which is of paramount importance, is greatly 
improved as manual tasks that posed a major safety risk 
can now be assessed by means of  Synertrex monitoring 
technology

KEY TAKEAWAYS

The Enduron HPGR offers low energy consumption and maintenance requirements.
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improved as manual tasks that 
posed a major safety risk can now be 
assessed by means of our Synertrex 
monitoring technology. Many tasks 
can also be automated and the risk of 
human error is thus greatly reduced 
or completely eliminated,” he says. 

Wear part replacement can be 
pre-empted for Weir Minerals’ Trio 
crushers and spares holdings opti-
mised to ensure crushing equipment 
suffers less downtime due to unfore-
seen breakdowns and unavailability 
of spares. Better monitoring of 
wear parts improves maintenance 
and efficient operation of crushing 
equipment. The benefits include 
increased throughput, improved 
product specification, reduced power 
consumption (energy efficiency) and 
prolonged life of equipment. Remote 
support is also available, further 
reducing downtime.

Monitoring technology has also 
ushered in a new era in keeping track 
of the condition of various param-
eters of the crusher. For example, 
crusher liner wear can be accurately 
monitored using Weir’s Synertrex 
intelligent platform to indicate wear 
patterns, cracks and hotspots, 
informing decisions regarding adjust-
ments to the crushing equipment 
and allowing scheduled downtime to 
be optimised by having the specific 

replacement parts at hand. 
“Crusher settings on Trio crush-

ers, such as CSS and OSS, can be 
accurately monitored for improved 
product quality. Monitoring of 
process parameters such as through-
put ensures production targets are 
met. Our monitoring technology 
also allows for process automation, 
resulting in energy efficient operation 
of our crushing equipment,” says 
Hendricks. 

Data processing 
Collecting data is one thing but 
making sense of it is quite another. 
For substantive, condition-based 
decisions, Weir’s Synertrex monitor-
ing technology provides real-time 
analysis and interpretation of critical 
performance data and real-time, 
fact-based, root cause analysis of 
machine performance, as well as 
powerful operational insights into all 
processes.

“Many benefits are delivered to 
the user,” says Hendricks. “These 
include improved performance as a 
result of reduced downtime (planned 
and unplanned), enhanced output 
and increased safety, which all 
contribute to maximising the value of 
the asset.”

Informed decisions are facilitated 
by better insight, better direction and 

better control through analytical and 
predictive tools.

“Our Synertrex monitoring tech-
nology allows remote monitoring, 
accessible by devices such as PCs, 
smartphones and tablets, and can 
be integrated with existing opera-
tional systems at our customers’ 
sites – in essence, data is available 
to the user anytime, anywhere. The 
monitoring of machine data and the 
provision of recommendations for 
better performance and optimised 
maintenance can be conveniently 
packaged and provided as a service 
by Weir Minerals Africa,” concludes 
Hendricks. l

The Synertrex monitoring technology control room provides real time analysis of performance data.

Theo Hendricks, product manager 
comminution at Weir Minerals Africa.



http://info.global.weir/trio
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Injuries and deaths from conveyor accidents have generally plateaued 
since 2015 as compared to 20 or 30 years ago, where the annual number 
of worker fatalities were nearly 400 times of what they are today. With 
operational disruptions due to COVID 19, there was speculation that 
industrial injuries and fatalities might enjoy a statistical dip. Unfortunately, 

that doesn’t seem to be the case. 
Safety experts attribute some of the decrease in injuries and fatalities in the 

past decade in the United States, for example, partly to stringent regulation 
and reporting by the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) and 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). Contributing factors 
also include modern safety-minded equipment designs and operators 
addressing the root causes of injuries in bulk handling environments, rather 
than treating the symptoms.

The effect of the 2020 pandemic on the bulk material handling industry has 
been profound in both production and operations, but what impact did it have on 
safety? By Jerad Heitzler, training manager at Martin Engineering. 

IMPACTS OF CONVEYOR 
SAFETY

A professional safety inspection takes a third-party 
perspective of aspects that workers often overlook.
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According to industry expert R. 
Todd Swinderman, there are five 
root causes of conveyor injuries: 
a ‘production first’ culture, ‘low bid’ 
purchasing, overly complex designs, 
too many rules and understaffed/
undertrained personnel. He pointed 
out, “A survey of the literature shows 
that companies who truly focus on 
safety are more productive, operate 
cleaner and safer facilities than their 
competitors, and have a higher share 
price.”

Conveyor-related statistics
The MSHA 2020 database reports 29 
mining fatalities in the United States, 
making it the sixth consecutive year 
that mining fatalities were below 30. 
In 2017 and 2018, officials noticed an 
increase in fatalities in the ‘powered 
haulage’ category – which includes 
conveyor belt accidents – accounting 
for nearly 50% of all industrial fatal-
ities. In response, MSHA initiated a 
multifaceted education and rulemak-
ing campaign, and by 2020, powered 
haulage deaths dropped by 21%.

Pandemic protocols and increased 
MSHA intervention also resulted in 
lower dust-related issues. Inspectors 

Guarding restricts access and may require a specific procedure to unlock.

Injuries and deaths from conveyor accidents have generally 
plateaued since 2015 as compared to 20 or 30 years ago, 
where the annual number of worker fatalities were nearly 400 
times of what they are today

There are five root causes of conveyor injuries: a ‘production 
first’ culture, ‘low bid’ purchasing, overly complex designs, 
too many rules and understaffed/undertrained personnel

With operational disruptions due to COVID-19, there was 
speculation that industrial injuries and fatalities might 
enjoy a statistical dip. Unfortunately, that doesn’t seem to 
be the case

The importance of protecting workers should be the top 
priority for any employer

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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visited all United States underground mines at least four times and surface 
mines at least twice in 2020. Between March 1 and December 31, 2020, MSHA 
issued 195 citations for coronavirus-related sanitary violations. Greater 
scrutiny saw the mining industry achieve all-time-low average concentrations 
of respirable dust and respirable quartz in underground coal mines, as well 
as reduced exposure to dust and quartz for miners at the highest risk of 
overexposure to respirable dust.

On the other hand, early assessment of conveyor-related injury and fatality 
data in bulk handling industries outside of mining provided by OSHA and the 
US Department of Labour (DOL) has been less positive. Regardless of 2020’s 
temporary shutdowns or slowdowns, data show only three conveyor fatalities 
in bulk handling each year in 2019 and 2020, representing a nearly 75% drop 
in similar reporting to OSHA in 2017 (12 fatalities) and 2018 (11 fatalities). 
Although positive news on its surface, this significant discrepancy with no 
increased intervention on OSHA’s part, and the dip occurring prior to the 
pandemic, points to issues with employer reporting.

Statistical inconsistency and specific “problem” employers contributing 
to injury numbers sparked OSHA’s new Site-Specific Targeting Directive 
(SST), announced in December 2020.  SST focuses on non-construction 
establishments that have 20 or more employees with consistently high injury 
and illness rates. The directive also allows records-only inspections to occur 
when it is determined that incorrect data led to the establishment’s inclusion in 
the programme. 

Experts will say that statistical analysis doesn’t always divulge the full story, 
and other aspects must factor into any analysis. For example, reductions in 
employment due to automation results in fewer workers on site to get injured. 
Greater production goals, faster systems and larger belt loads can contribute 
to increased injuries, but conveyor equipment manufacturers have designed 
innovative conveyor components with a focus on safety intended to offset these 
changes. This has led to increased production and profits with fewer injuries 
and fatalities than in the past. 

Examining 2020 conveyor injuries
“Reduced workplace injuries and fatalities is a positive trend, but there are still 
predictable and preventable injuries happening,” says Dan Marshall, prod-
uct engineer at Martin Engineering. “The goal of our Production Done Safely 
philosophy is to help bulk handlers achieve the greatest amount of production 
at the lowest cost of operation with the least number of injuries possible. We 
accomplish that through awareness, extensive training and safety-conscious 
equipment design.”

The following examples display common injuries that could have been 
prevented through several established safety methods. Beyond the tragic 

Air cannons are configured at a specific angle to enhance material flow.

loss for the workers and their loved 
ones, the companies in which the 
fatalities occurred were heavily 
fined. Consequently, some are also 
enduring ongoing litigation, serious 
morale issues and higher than 
normal turnover as a result. 

An unfortunate beginning 
The first fatality is a common one. On 
a January morning in 2020, a 33-year-
old worker was cleaning spillage 
around a running conveyor system 
at a facility in New Jersey. Listed as a 
temporary non-union worker, he got 
too close to the moving belt, and a 
piece of loose clothing came in con-
tact with the belt, dragging him into 
a pinch point. He was strangled with 
the fabric before aid could be admin-
istered or the system shut down. This 
incident resulted in US$36 500 in 
fines from OSHA.

There were several details left 
out of the public report. One is the 
presence of guarding around the 
belt, which prevents limbs and 
objects from “breaking the plane” of 
the system.  The “plane” is the line 
(generally indicated by the outside 
of the stringer) that, once crossed, 
becomes a hazard for this type of 
incident. Guarding is designed 
with mesh that prevents incidental 
contact but allows for inspection. 
Often there is a procedure required 
to remove guarding, and in some 
cases, removal triggers an automatic 
shutdown of the system.

It was not revealed in the report 
how much training the individual had 
received, but a trained worker would 
have been aware of the hazards 
around a moving belt with regards 
to loose-fitting clothing, long hair, 
among others. Also, the presence of a 
buddy or supervisor is unknown, but 
the implementation of work teams 
might have allowed a faster response 
to shut off the system or free the 
worker before asphyxiation occurred. 

Unsafe hopper entry 
On an August day in Southern 
California, a 21-year-old worker with 
just over a year of experience at a 
sand and gravel mine noticed a clog 
in the drop chute of the cone crusher.  
After entering the vessel to remove 
the obstruction, while he was inside, 
material that had built up on the sides 
fell inward, encasing him up to his 
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Some components are explicitly designed for safe service, such as track-mounted belt 
cleaners.

chest. Fire crews were able to extract 
him, but the injury damage from the 
pressure and force of the material was 
too significant and he later died in the 
hospital. Citation and litigation data 
was not available for this case. 

What was not revealed in the report 
was whether the worker was certified 
for confined space entry. Knowledge 
of chute entry rules specifies safety 
procedures for these types of actions, 
including clearing all loose material, 
which would have likely prevented 
the worker from entering the hopper. 

There are safe and economical 
accessories designed to mitigate 
obstructions in chutes, hoppers, 
bins and silos. To prevent injuries 
and equipment damage associated 
with methods such as striking the 
sides of the vessel with mallets, 
stabbing at obstructions from below 
or dangerous chute entry, equipment 
manufacturers offer vibration and air 
cannon technologies.  

Vibration at specified points 
agitates dust and fines that adhere 
to surfaces, preventing build-up that 
leads to clogging. Going one step 
further, air cannons use a forceful 
shot of pressurized air pointed toward 
the material flow to free build-up over 
wide areas of the vessel’s surface. Air 
cannons not only prevent clogs but 
also promote the consistent flow of 
cargo through the process.

A fast conveyor
In April of 2020, a 49-year-old worker 
in Illinois was using a broom to 
clean dust and spillage around the 

conveyor feed pit leading to a moving 
conveyor transporting dried manure 
to a transfer point. The worker 
accidentally slipped and fell onto the 
belt. He was quickly conveyed 30,5 m 
to the blade cleaner at the discharge 
point where he suffered multiple 
life-threatening injuries and later 
died. According to the report, the 
employer was initially fined US$66 
794, but was able to settle with OSHA 
for US$30 000. Any further pending 
litigation was unreported. 

Conveyors in full production mode 
often move so fast that they can 
exceed the reaction time of even 
a highly-trained Olympic athlete. 
When faced with a situation where a 
worker suddenly contacts the cargo 
side of the belt, the only hope may 
be another worker making it to the 
shutoff switch in time.

The report cited the presence 
of a guardrail but did not specify 
the circumstances by which it was 
crossed. However, the best practice 
is to prevent as much dust and 
spillage discharging from the system 
as possible, then clean safely during 
scheduled downtime.  Employers can 
mitigate excessive dust and spillage 
by installing equipment specifically 
designed for sealing the conveyor 
belt and controlling emissions.

Accounting for injuries
The importance of protecting workers 
should be the top priority for any 
employer. The loss felt by family 
co-workers after a workplace fatality 
can weigh heavily on the commu-

nity and the staff, not to mention 
the financial consequences. Thus, 
investing in equipment and training 
that protects workers from injury and 
illness is essentially investing in the 
community and the company culture.

Return on Prevention (ROP)
The commonly used ROI model is 
calculated against a time frame in 
which the capital expenditure on 
new equipment is recaptured by the 
improvements. If a proposed project 
is within the budget expectations 
and has a payback period of less 
than one year, it is usually approved 
by plant management.

“The problem with the ROI model 
is it requires someone to get hurt to 
provide a benchmark for calculating 
return, and that’s not a reasonable 
point of entry,” Marshall explains. 

“Using the OSHA’s $afety Pays tool to 
provide a cost model to calculate the 
ROP is a far more practical approach.”

Working with abstract numbers 
implicitly creates pushback, making 
it more difficult for safety-conscious 
managers to obtain approval for their 
proposals.  But the hard costs of 
worker injuries and fatalities are very 
real.  The ROP model expresses the 
direction and strength of occupational 
safety and health programs in helping 
to achieve company goals.

Conclusion
2020 was a year that brought 
changes in how companies approach 
safe operations, both in produc-
tion and for individual workers. For 
the most part, the outcomes were 
positive. Although there was no dip 
in injuries and the year revealed gaps 
in reporting at OSHA, it also linked 
safety results to direct action from 
MSHA and created an environment 
that protected workers from dust-re-
lated illnesses and injuries. 

The death or injury of a worker 
in a conveyor accident is always 
tragic. Investigations usually reveal 
the incident could have been 
partially or entirely prevented with 
practical and cost-effective safety 
improvements. The ROP on durable, 
well-designed conveyor accessories 
and professional training not only 
makes good financial sense, but 
also produces a culture of safety that 
ripples throughout the company’s 
balance sheet. l
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While much of 
the technology 
currently available 
in and around 
crushing and 

screening has been available 
for decades, what has changed 
significantly in recent years, 
says Abelho, is the reliability of 
monitoring technology and the 
streamlining of the information 
delivered by the monitoring system. 
Modern systems only provide 
information that is relevant and 
that adds value, thus information 
overload is eliminated.

The first generation of mobile 
vertical shaft impactors (VSIs) 
that Pilot Crushtec manufactured, 
the Twistertrac AC210, is a classic 
example of the downside of informa-
tion overload, says Abelho. A large 
number of different parameters – 64 
in total – were monitored remotely 
via a cellular modem. These param-
eters included hydraulic pressures, 
temperatures and engine diagnostics. 
Not only could all these functions 
be monitored remotely but the unit 
could even be operated remotely 

from anywhere in the world via the 
same modem. 

“One day during the commissioning 
of a unit in Europe, our CEO found 
himself under one of the units and he 
quickly realised that someone sitting 
in South Africa could start the crusher 
remotely and inadvertently cause 
catastrophic harm to an operator 
on site,” he says. “Needless to say, 
the remote operation function was 
quickly removed. Subsequently, after 
design reviews, the systems were for 
the most part removed when it was 
found that very few clients – if any – 
were bothering to use the technology 
due to information overload.”

The improvement in graphics over 
the years, as well as the develop-
ment of increasingly sophisticated 
dashboards, he says, have resulted 
in modern monitoring systems being 
so simple that even a layperson 
can easily understand much of the 
information that is being displayed. 
On a well-designed system, the 

information relevant to each com-
ponent of the operation can now be 
displayed in a format that is appropri-
ate for different users. 

“Production managers can mon-
itor production rates and machine 
uptime, while maintenance manag-
ers can monitor critical warnings and 
service intervals. Machine operators, 
service personnel and OEM technical 
support teams can monitor parame-
ter changes, error codes and alarms 
for fault finding,” explains Abelho. 

Four elements
Monitoring technology is intertwined 
with automation and should offer at 
least four elements to the end-user. 
Firstly, explains Abelho, it should be 
easily integrated into OEM systems to 
ensure that it is suited to the dynam-
ics and parameters of a specific 
machine. 

“Secondly, it should enhance 
uptime by automating processes, 
raising alarms and assisting in 

AUTHOR:  MUNESU SHOKO

MONITORING – 
CHANGING THE GAME 
FOR CRUSHING PLANTS

ON PHOTO:  THE LOKOTRACK LT300HP
The Lokotrack LT300HP features the most popular Nordberg 

HP300 cone crushing unit, which provides optimised 
performance, efficiency and high capacity in crushing.

In an environment where margins are tight, 
aggregate producers are on the lookout for ways to 
increase efficiencies while reducing costs. While 
monitoring technology in crushing and screening 
is not necessarily new, Fernando Abelho, Africa 
sales manager at Pilot Crushtec International, 
tells Modern Quarrying that recent improvements 
in reliability and streamlining of information 
delivered by monitoring systems have changed the 
game for crushing operations. 
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scheduling maintenance events. 
Thirdly, it needs to promote safety 
and ease of use, allowing operators 
to control and monitor systems from 
a safe distance (and often more com-
fortable) position as routine tasks 
such as feed rates and overload pro-
tections are taken care of. Fourthly, 
it should provide information on 
performance and ROI – for example, 
are units running but not under load 
or are they constantly overloaded?” 
he says. 

One of the most important aspects 
of the automation/monitoring tech-
nology is safety. Sequential starts 
with warning sirens are now simple 
to employ from a safe location. As 
the start-up sequence takes place, 
says Abelho, parameters are auto-
matically verified, and warning sirens 
can be initiated as each process 
starts up. The same would apply to a 
shut-down sequence.

“Several years ago, one of the 
prominent OEMs had a client whose 

Modern systems only provide information that is 
relevant and that adds value, thus information overload 
is eliminated

The improvement of graphics over the years, as well 
as the development of increasingly sophisticated 
dashboards, have resulted in modern monitoring 
systems being so simple that even a layperson can 
easily understand much of the information that is being 
displayed

All the Lokotrack mobile units supplied by Pilot Crushtec 
are fitted as standard with Metso Metrics, the Metso 
Outotec fleet monitoring system

By linking the Metso Metrics to a belt scale on the 
plant, production rates can be monitored

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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operator by-passed some of the safety features on a mobile screen. The correct 
shutdown procedure for a mobile screen is to stop the feeder first, then the 
main conveyor and the screen and, finally, the stockpile conveyors. This is 
to ensure that all the ore is removed from the system before total shut down. 
In this case the operator shut down the screen drive first, resulting in about 
8 tonnes of ore that was still in the feeder being fed onto the screen,” says 
Abelho. 

In the absence of any vibration, the material simply piled up on the screen 
and the additional weight shifted the centre of gravity to the front, causing the 
machine to nosedive – which raised the rear of the mobile unit about 4 m off 
the ground. “No one – as far as we know – was injured in this event, but the 
unit was severely damaged. With remote monitoring, changes to critical param-
eters can be picked up immediately and situations like this can be avoided,” 
says Abelho. 

The application that the crusher is used in can be critical in deciding the level 
of monitoring required. For example, when crushing slag, it is advisable to have 
a sensor to monitor whether the toggle plate in a jaw crusher is bent, as the 
risk of this occurring is high. “In most quarry operations, however, it is not as 
critical,” he says. “Typically, on a quarry site the technical level of maintenance 
teams is not as high and machine availability is not as critical as on a mine site. 
This means excessive monitoring and control systems can be counter-produc-
tive and be quickly bypassed by operators.”

On cone crushers, says Abelho, it is critical to monitor clamping pressures 
and hydraulic pressure flows, while temperatures need to be continuously mon-
itored. It is also important to monitor the wear rate of the liners used to protect 
the head and bowl from damage. Maximising the use of the liners is obviously 
beneficial in any operation and assists in scheduling wear part changes with 
minimal downtime.

Standard offering
Commenting on Pilot Crushtec’s offering, Abelho says all the Lokotrack mobile 
units supplied by the company are fitted as standard with Metso Metrics, the 
Metso Outotec fleet monitoring system. The system is optional on the static 

units. A satellite link can be used 
with the system, which means that it 
can be used in remote areas where 
no cellular towers are available, 
which is often the case with mining 
and quarrying operations. It should 
be noted, however, that some coun-
tries prohibit the activation of the 
satellite modem, he says. 

Metso Metrics operates in tandem 
with Metso’s IC Control system that is 
specific to individual ranges of equip-
ment. For example, HP cone crushers 
use IC70, GP cone crushers operate 
on IC50, C-Range jaw crushers on 
IC10 and the screens on IC300. 

“This ensures that each unit is 
protected by software developed 
specifically for that particular model, 
ensuring that it is well protected 
and operating at peak performance 
without sacrificing reliability,” says 
Abelho. “At the same time, the 
reporting via the Metso Metrics 
System is from one central program, 
making it simple to use, and offering 
useful information to management, 
operators and OEM assistance in 
fault finding.” 

Aside from protection systems 
for the cones, the IC70 and IC50, for 
example, allow the user to moni-
tor liner wear and cavity level. By 

The Lokotrack ST4.10 mobile screen has an extensive 5’ x 20’ screening area and is especially designed for 
large-scale aggregate screening.
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knowing and building a history of liner wear, stock availability can be optimised 
and production stoppages can be better planned. 

By monitoring the feed level in the cone’s crushing chamber, the user can 
refine the product gradation. The IC controls are able to control the feed level by 
adjusting the speed of the feeder to the cone crusher if required.

Key to all this technology is a simple and user-friendly interface. Simple 
graphics are used wherever possible and the interface is available in numerous 
languages.

Making sense of the data
Collecting data is one thing, and making sense of it is quite another. With Metso 
Metrics, a front-page dashboard provides an overview that allows the user 
to easily drill down to specific information that is relevant, be it on the entire 
fleet or an individual unit. Maintenance schedules and service parts are easily 
viewed and electronic maintenance logs can be kept. Geolocation, parameter 
changes and alarms are all easily filtered and displayed. Custom notifications 
and maintenance plans can also be created. 

“After five years of using the Metso Metrics system, information overload is 
still a significant risk. The simple dashboard displays high-level information 
that can quickly be used to build a visual trend without the user having to drill 
down into masses of information,” says Abelho. 

Pilot Crushtec has found that the Metso Metrics system delivers four key prac-
tical benefits. Firstly, data is provided via visual representation, showing how 
long the unit operates under load versus idling (and which also shows, where 
applicable, the associated fuel or electrical consumption for these periods). 
This highlights daily, weekly and monthly trends on fuel/power spend. This has 
led to many customers reviewing their operating procedures to optimise fuel 
usage.

Secondly, alarms can be filtered by frequency and/or severity with automatic 
notifications sent if required. 

Thirdly, a common occurrence on newly commissioned units is that operators 
will experiment with parameter changes as they get to know the units. Having 
remote access to these parameter changes assists the OEM in quickly deter-
mining if this is the cause of any production delays. While general users can 

change many parameters, critical 
parameters that have a high proba-
bility of damaging the units can only 
be changed with the use of special 
service codes available only to the 
certified technicians. 

“Finally, by linking the Metso 
Metrics to a belt scale on the plant, 
production rates can be monitored. 
For example, a common indication 
that a liner change on a cone crusher 
is required would be a 10% drop 
in average production,” concludes 
Abelho. l

Pilot Crushtec carries a range of genuine OEM parts that are reliable, improve efficiency and ensure the safety of equipment.

Fernando Abelho, Africa sales manager at 
Pilot Crushtec International. 
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Manufacturers often 
offer installation 
guides, which should 
be followed closely. 
While specifics 

depend on the type of media, there 
are some general tips that apply to 
most. By following correct procedures 
and training, employees can 
ensure an efficient, secure and safe 
operation. Here is how.

Before starting installation 
Employees who are installing screen 
media should be refreshed on the 
basics of screen maintenance and 
care. Start by inspecting the condition 
of all vibrating screen components 
and replace if necessary. 

Check for worn crown bars, bent 
clamping rails and weak or broken 
coil and leaf springs. Examine the 
machine for cracks, broken welds 
or loose bolts. Any issues should 
be repaired before proceeding 
with the screen media installation. 
Lastly, clean the decks properly, 
including side rails and support 
bars. 

Choosing the right screen media for an operation 
is critical to producing the highest throughput. 
But perhaps equally important is the way in which 
the screen media is installed. Proper installation, 
which includes accurate tightening, can make all the 
difference when it comes to prolonging the life of the 
screen. By Lars Bräunling, MAJOR director of product 
technology. 

THE IMPORTANCE 
OF PROPER 
TRAINING ON 
SCREEN MEDIA 
INSTALLATION

AUTHOR:   LARS BRÄUNLING

Employees who are installing screen media should be 
refreshed on the basics of screen maintenance and care. 
Start by inspecting the condition of all vibrating screen 
components and replace if necessary

Installers should replace the crown bar rubber with each 
new set of screens. If the crown bar rubber isn’t installed 
with each new set of screens, it won’t sit properly on the 
crown bar and will cause the cloth to break

Installers should perform a string test to ensure that the 
screen will touch each support bar, by running a string 
from sideplate to sideplate over the crown bars

Screen installation should never be done alone. Always 
ensure that more than one worker is involved in the 
process. Make sure workers follow safety procedures –
especially while working at heights – and wear proper PPE

KEY TAKEAWAYS



Screen installation 
should never be done 
alone. Always ensure 
that more than one 
worker is involved in 
the process. Workers 
should always follow 
safety procedures 
and wear proper PPE. 

Correct & efficient installation
Before beginning an installation, 
read through the manufacturer’s 
instructions on the process. While 
likely similar, not all manufactur-
ers’ screens follow the exact same 
installation process. Also, ensure the 
panel is the correct size and orienta-
tion before installation.

Installers should replace the crown 
bar rubber with each new set of 
screens. If the crown bar rubber isn’t 
installed with each new set of screens, 
it won’t sit properly on the crown bar 
and will cause the cloth to break. 

Make sure all support bars touch 
the screen and tension matches 
manufacturer recommendations. 
If the tension is too-loose, it can 
result in premature breakage and 
pose a potential increase in blinding 
problems.

PRO TIP: Installers should per-
form a string test to ensure that the 
screen will touch each support bar, 
by running a string from sideplate to 
sideplate over the crown bars. Pull 
the string tight and look for any gaps 
between the string and the crown 

bars. If there are gaps, adjust the height of the crown bars. If the gaps are not 
eliminated, breakage of the screen is likely to occur. 

Next, line up the polyurethane strips on the screen cloth. These strips must 
line up with the crown bars; if they don’t, the life of the screen will be much 
shorter and less efficient. Check the width, length and screen ledge before 
continuing. If the length of the screen doesn’t match the length of the clamping 
rails, don’t install. Doing so can result in screen breakage during production. 

For tensioned screen media, the biggest element to screen media installation 
is tensioning the screen. When tensioning the screen, always tighten inner 
clamp rail bolts first, then move on to the outside bolts. The tension of the 
screen should resemble that of a drum, and should not flex when pressed. 

Safety first
Screen installation should never be done alone. Always ensure that more than 
one worker is involved in the process. Make sure workers follow safety proce-
dures — especially while working at heights — and wear proper PPE. Screen 
media is sharp and can be harmful if protection isn’t used, though some 
screens are lighter and manufactured with a shroud of metal to cover the hooks 
to heighten safety.

Troubleshooting & diagnostics
If screen media isn’t working correctly, take a look at the instruction manual 
from the manufacturer. Oftentimes it’s a small adjustment that could make a 
big impact on the efficiency of the machine. 

After installing new screens, a vibration analysis should be done. Vibration 
analysis systems can be a useful way to not only monitor and fine tune the 
vibrating screen’s health, but also to spot small inconsistencies that could lead 
to large problems. For example, an imbalanced screen left unnoticed can lead 
to premature component wear or even possibly screen failure. Work with the 
OEM or OEM-certified dealer to conduct the analysis. Certain vibration analysis 
tools don’t require the machine to be shut down to conduct testing, allowing 
your operation to run as usual.  

Improper screen media installation is the biggest cause of premature failure 
on a deck. Pre-emptive maintenance is key. Operations should check the 
installation at least once a week to ensure the screens are secure and in place. 
Also look at surrounding components for any potential issues, such as wear, 
corrosion or cracks. Properly installing the screen media combined with routine 
checks will help to prevent costly unplanned downtime. l

Proper screen media installation, which includes accurate tightening, can make all the 
difference when it comes to prolonging the life of the screen.
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It’s an industry thousands of years old, with 
the same materials and same uses today 
as then. Refining and producing aggregate 
dates to the Roman Empire, where it was 
used to establish a network of roads and 
massive aqueducts. While the purpose of 
aggregates remains relatively unchanged, 
manufacturers continue to innovate, 
developing methods of production the 
Romans would have only dreamed about. 
By Karen Thompson, president of Haver 
& Boecker Niagara’s North American and 
Australian Operation.

ON PHOTO: HAVER BOECKER NIAGARA VIBRATING SCREEN 
Working with a thorough screening manufacturer maximises 
profits by effectively blending multiple types of screen media on a 
single deck. 

But, just like the Romans, modern manufacturers 
continually seek ways to do things better and faster. 
Producers are striving to say goodbye to downtime 
and hello to new innovations.

To get the most out of equipment and reduce 
downtime, consider a few key strategies: a vibration analysis 
system, a comprehensive service programme and proper screen 
selection and installation. 

Good vibrations 
To start, look for a vibration analysis system designed specif-
ically for vibrating screens. This offers aggregate and mining 
operations a way to safely monitor their screens’ performance 

THE ROAD 
TO OPTIMUM 
EFFICIENCY
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To get the most out of screening equipment 
and reduce downtime, consider a few key 
strategies: a vibration analysis system, a 
comprehensive service programme and proper 
screen selection and installation

To start, look for a vibration analysis system 
designed specifically for vibrating screens. This 
offers aggregate and mining operations a way to 
safely monitor their screens’ performance in real 
time

Beyond real-time technology, partnering with 
a manufacturer ensures heightened equipment 
functionality through programmes such as screen 
installation, commissioning and operator training

Trained technicians optimise production and help 
each operation achieve its greatest efficiency and 
profit potential



in real time. Some systems also 
detect irregularities before they 
lead to diminished performance, 
decreased efficiency and increased 
operating costs. A short halt in 
production to fix a minor irregular-
ity requires little downtime. And 
fixing minor irregularities before 
they become major repairs requires 
the least amount of downtime and 
labour costs.

The vibration analysis system 
should have eight triaxial sensors, 
which attach to key places on 
the equipment. From there, the 
sensors transmit 24 channels of 
data to a heavy-duty tablet, which 

then illustrates the machine’s 
orbit, acceleration and deviations. 
Look for a system that provides a 
variety of reports on the machine’s 
performance. 

An orbit report illustrates the 
machine’s orbit and waveform, as 
well as data about acceleration, 
stroke, speed and phase angle. A 
tuning report concludes deviations 
between measurement points while 
providing recommendations on 
balance, acceleration, stroke and 
speed. Each tuning report provides 
producers with feed and discharge 
analyses as well as diagonal 
measurements. The variety of data 
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Vibration analysis programmes detect irregularities early – before they lead to diminished performance, decreased efficiency and increased 
operating costs.

paints a detailed picture of exactly 
what’s taking place with each 
machine. 

Next, find a vibration analysis 
system that not only offers real-
time reporting, but also maintains 
historical reports on the machine’s 
performance. Storing machine 
information in the Cloud gives 
producers easy access to historical 
reports, so that if a problem arises, 
reports are easily accessible. This 
improves servicing efficiency and 
minimises diagnostic expenses. 

For the greatest reliability, 
choose a system that uses Wi-Fi 
rather than Bluetooth to send 
information. Wi-Fi technology 
reaches further and has a higher 
bandwidth than Bluetooth, which 
means improved safety, speed 
and reliability when working near 
machinery and in isolated areas.

An advanced vibration analysis 
system transfers data wirelessly 
to a certified engineering team 
for analysis. Engineers evaluate 
the machine’s performance, alert 

A trained technician should walk through 
a detailed checklist to evaluate screening 
equipment, train personnel on proper 
operation and screen installation, and work 
with the customer to develop a preventative 
maintenance plan.
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Karen Thompson is the president of Haver & Boecker Niagara. She has 
more than 25 years of industry experience. 

the user to any issues, and suggest recommendations for 
improvement. If the results require a thorough examination, 
an engineer schedules a service call. Otherwise, the 
customer rests assured that the equipment is healthy and 
efficient. 

A step-by-step approach
Beyond real-time technology, partnering with a manufac-
turer ensures heightened equipment functionality through 
programmes such as screen installation, commissioning 
and operator training. Although producers might take the 
time to perform preventative maintenance, if not done cor-
rectly larger problems occur and cause extended downtime. 

That’s where a manufacturer comes in. Manufacturers, 
who focus on partnering with a company for success, rather 
than just machine sales, quickly provide onsite assistance 
by certified technicians when more than operator-level 
service is needed. 

A thorough, trained technician should walk through a 
detailed checklist to evaluate screening equipment, train 
personnel on proper operation and screen installation, 
and work with the customer to develop a preventative 
maintenance plan. Implementing such a plan maximises 
equipment service life and uptime while saving on costly 
repairs. 

Additionally, a good manufacturer ensures your essential 
replacement parts are in stock – always. 

Take the guesswork out of installation
Even with the best maintenance plans, issues occur 
if screen media isn’t properly selected and installed. 
Sometimes screening finishes too early, completing before 
it reaches the end of the screen. Using heavier screen 
media with reduced open area on the feed end improves 
wear life and reduces change-outs while still achieving the 
right product specifications. Other times screening finishes 
too late, sending wrong-sized material off the discharge end 
resulting in material contamination, premature screen wear 
or screen damage. 

Other producers struggle with blinding as clay-heavy 
materials clog the screen openings, or pegging, where 

near-sized stones get trapped in screen media openings. 
Working with a manufacturer proficient in screen media takes 
the guesswork out of screen selection and installation as well 
as ensures extended life of the screen. 

So how does a technician take the guesswork out of screen 
media selection and installation to save an operation on 
maintenance costs and prevent downtime? Most start by 
looking at an operation’s scrap pile. That pile of discarded 
screens holds clues to the problems the screen media 
encountered, such as broken wires, wear areas, blinding, 
pegging and more – all intrinsically indicating specific issues 
that lead to premature wear. A knowledgeable manufacturer 
or dealer diagnoses issues from there. 

Next, he or she moves on to the vibrating screen to check 
for cracked side plates, weak or damaged screens and loose 
bolts. These all impact maintenance needs and screen 
media life. 

Once the problem is diagnosed, a screening specialist 
ensures the equipment returns to OEM specifications and 
offers staff proper operational training. The training brings 
the team up to speed on installation techniques and how 
to know when a screen is not properly installed. Thorough 
specialists cover how to properly tension screens. They also 
review everything from achieving the optimum curve in a 
crowned deck to the types of screen media best suited for the 
operation. 

Over time, even minor issues take a turn for the worse, so 
getting things adjusted up front saves time and money by 
decreasing maintenance issues and preventing premature 
wear. And that means fewer screen change-outs, less 
downtime and less money spent on new screens. 

Get suited for operation
Trained technicians optimise production and help each 
operation achieve its greatest efficiency and profit potential. 
Some manufacturers include programmes – such as onsite 
maintenance, screen installation, training and analyses of 
operational safety and performance – in a single plan.

These programmes might even offer complete machine 
refurbishment, machine monitoring and servicing, and related 
services designed to maximise uptime for customers. 

Lifelong partnership
Like the Roman Empire’s road system, the path to optimum 
screening maintenance may be a vast network. A good 
maintenance programme focused on preventing downtime 
pulls together vibration analysis, proper screen selection and 
installation, as well as implementing in-house training and 
preventative maintenance schedules. 

Overall, maintaining equipment increases the longevity 
and efficiency of machines. And, as with any business, profits 
are the key measure of success. Partnering with the right 
manufacturer ensures peak equipment performance and 
reliability for years to come. l
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The manufacture of 
boosters or primers 
from pentaerythritol 
tetranitrate (PETN) (or 
cyclo-trimethylene 

trinitramine (RDX) and 
trinitrotoluene (TNT) has been 
unrivalled for decades in terms of 
performance and reliability.  

It remains the preferred method 
globally as an intermediary part 
of the detonation train due to its 
ease of initiation from a detonator 
and high velocity of detonation 
(VoD). That PETN, RDX and TNT have 
proven themselves to perform reli-
ably when manufactured correctly 
is no point of contention, however 
due to their chemical make-up, they 
require sophisticated plants and 
specialised raw material facilities 
for their manufacture.

The handling of energetic materi-
als and explosive raw materials are 
by nature hazardous and therefore 
highly-regulated in the interest of 
public safety. This introduces some 
costly challenges, alludes Hazel 
Bomba, product manager at AECI 
Mining Explosives. As a result, the 
ability to position booster manufac-
turing sites in more geographical 
areas, to make the product more 
accessible, is limited. 

Alternative booster tech
Always up for a challenge, AECI 
Mining Explosives is developing 
an alternative booster technology, 
wherein a high-powered, explo-
sive booster is manufactured from 

non-explosive raw materials. The 
alternative booster technology is 
currently being trialled in the field 
following extensive laboratory test-
ing.  AECI Mining Explosives is confi-
dent that its innovative PowerBoost 
product will be market-ready by Q1 
2022.

As demand for resources con-
tinually surges to sustain global 
growth, the need for mining activity 
correspondingly increases. The 
need for boosters has subsequently 
increased, says Bomba. Benefits of 
storing non-explosive raw materi-
als and only produce boosters as 
required offer far-reaching gains to 
the mining fraternity. These include 
the ability to reduce the booster 
magazine storage capacity, while 

the opportunity to adapt the mine’s 
licence to operate as a booster 
manufacturing facility can be a 
stimulus for localisation.

“This alternative technology 
opens up the opportunity for so 
much more. AECI Mining Explosives 
has been trialling and optimising 
the booster design to the extent 
that its PowerBoost technology out-
performs the equivalent Pentolite 
(PETN and TNT) boosters. The use 
of non-explosive raw materials 
in booster technology simplifies 
logistics, has the potential to lower 
manufacturing costs and creates 
the ability to deploy simple mobile 
modular plants to strategically 
placed manufacturing hubs,” con-
cludes Bomba. l

Storage and transportation of explosives and associated raw materials come with 
a fair amount of risk. Explosive manufacturers therefore have a responsibility to 
ensure safety of their customers, the communities in which they operate and the 
public at large. AECI Mining Explosives has once again addressed this issue through 
innovation; the company has developed a ground-breaking alternative booster 
technology manufactured from non-explosive raw materials.

AECI MINING EXPLOSIVES 
DEVELOPS ALTERNATIVE 
BOOSTER TECHNOLOGY

AECI’s ground-breaking alternative booster technology manufactured from non-
explosive raw materials.
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Lemaitre Safety Footwear, as part of the BBF 
Safety Group, has long been a staunch supporter 
of not just manufacturing locally, but sourcing 
local components as far as possible to support 
the people and communities of this country. 

With the economic potential South Africa holds, the 
company believes that it is essential for it to support local 
products, services and businesses wherever possible, to 
fast-track the route to an economically strong South Africa. 

Local procurement
Lemaitre is committed to playing its part and the 
company believes that if the industry is serious about 
building a strong and sustainable local economy, it 
starts with procurement processes. 

“We recognise our responsibility to earnestly support 
local businesses and SMMEs by sourcing key compo-
nents, and outsourcing some of our production work. 
This ensures that Lemaitre is contributing to the local 
economy and the communities beyond even our own 
workforce,” the company says. 

Local manufacturing
“We believe in what we can accomplish locally. With over 
400 employees, we are serious about job creation. Most 
of the work and labour required in manufacturing our 
safety footwear goes into the upper construction.”

Lemaitre uppers are produced in South Africa in 
its factory in Port Elizabeth and also through various 
independent cut, make and trim operations. Together, 
these organisations produce proudly South African safety 
footwear that protects workers across various industries 
and lays the foundations of positive change.

Local distribution
“Our safety footwear is in demand throughout Africa, so 
we use the capability of local companies to get it there – 
which includes transporting, warehousing and reselling. 
After all, South Africans have always shown the ability to 
go the extra mile.” 

Keeping workers safe 
By manufacturing and distributing safety footwear prod-
ucts of the highest quality, the company is looking out 
for the hardworking people who are building a stronger 
South Africa. “Lemaitre Safety Footwear is proudly man-
ufactured by workers, for workers and we continue to 
build a stronger South Africa through supporting local 

For more than 30 years, Lemaitre has supported South African workers with locally 
manufactured, top-quality safety footwear, and responsible sourcing that supports local 
industries. Now more than ever, the company says,  it’s about one worker supporting 
another in order for the industry to play its part in boosting the economy and getting South 
Africa back on its feet.

ONE WORKER SUPPORTING 
ANOTHER

Lemaitre has been working behind the scenes on a number of 
new ranges for various applications.

Lemaitre produces proudly South African safety footwear that 
protects workers across various industries. 

suppliers across various industries. 
“Our local procurement aims to contribute to the social and eco-

nomic development of the communities we operate in by creating 
an enabling environment for job creation and skill development. We 
believe achieving this requires collaborative ways of working with our 
suppliers, workers and communities to secure stronger community 
bonds for another 30 years and counting.”

Lemaitre has been working behind the scenes on a number of new 
ranges for various applications. l
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Caterpillar launches fully mechanical Cat D8 GC dozer 

Booyco stays at the leading edge of PDS technology

Investing constantly in engineering 
expertise and technical capability, 
South Africa-based proximity detection 
system (PDS) and collision preven-
tion system (CPS) specialist Booyco 
Electronics has focused on changing 
market needs as its guiding light for 
innovation.

 “Understanding market requirements 
has always been the starting point for 
our technology journey,” says Booyco 
Electronics CEO Anton Lourens. “We 
have therefore combined our close cus-
tomer relationships in the field with an 
ongoing investment in technical capacity 
and product innovation.”

An important contributor to the 
technological breakthroughs developed 
by the company has been its engage-
ment with the Earth Moving Equipment 
Safety Round Table (EMESRT). This global 
initiative of major mining companies 
to improve safety has given Booyco 
Electronics valuable insight into the 
future requirements of PDS and CPS.

“Working with the 
key players in pedes-
trian and machine 
safety, we have ensured 
that we apply the latest 
technology in precisely 
the direction that the 
market demands,” 
says Lourens. “For 
instance, we were able 
to develop solutions 
to meet EMESRT’s Level 9 requirements, 
so that trackless machines could be 
“instructed” to automatically be brought 
to a stop in a risk / hazardous situation.”

Driving this progress is a top-class 
engineering team which has been 
steadily growing to now comprise some 
25 specialists. This highlights the need 
for the company to stay abreast of digital 
and electronic developments that can be 
harnessed in the PDS and CPS space.

“Globally, technology is developing 
at an exponential rate,” he says. “To 
keep up with what is available, and to 

fully leverage new technologies into our 
PDS offerings, we employ a team that is 
young, well qualified and enthusiastic.”

To make the most of modern technol-
ogies, this new generation of engineers 
is paving the way to safer and smarter 
mining, says Lourens. This cohort does 
not shy away from change and advance-
ment, making them ideal to keep Booyco 
Electronics at the cutting edge of PDS 
and CPS innovation.

“This has allowed us to keep upgrad-
ing our products for greater functionality 
and versatility,” he says. l

The new Cat D8 GC bulldozer is 
designed to fit a variety of customer 
business needs with solid dozing/rip-
ping performance, simplified options 
for a lower initial purchase price, and 
fully mechanical systems for easy 
maintenance. 

Cost-effective to own and operate, 
customers can expect up to 10% lower 
owning costs compared to the D8T. The 
D8 GC dozer replaces the D8R with 220 
kW (303 hp) of nominal net power and an 
operating weight of 37 557 kg.

The D8 GC is powered by the well-
known Cat 3406C DITA engine. A three-
speed planetary powershift transmission 
and Caterpillar exclusive torque divider 
ensure that more useable power gets to 
the ground for solid all-around perfor-
mance in a wide variety of applications. 
These mechanical components make 
up a robust power train that is easy to 
diagnose and maintain, even in remote 
locations.

For a lower initial purchase price, 
customers can choose new options 
such as General Duty undercarriage, a 
simplified fixed ripper and a basic 4-LED 

light package. Dozing performance and 
competitive fuel efficiency help contrib-
ute to lower overall owning costs.

Everything about the D8 GC is 
designed to help make it easy to own. 
Simple mechanical systems and widely 
available parts help make maintenance 
and repairs easier. Major components 
are modular for easy maintenance and 
repair access.

Individual radiator cores can be 
quickly replaced for ease of service. 
Exclusive new Cat hydraulic and power 
train oil filters offer extended service 
intervals to save time and money. 
Product Link telematics help simplify 
maintenance by tracking machine loca-
tion and service hours.

The elevated sprocket helps make 
maintenance easier with modular 
components that are easy to remove/
install for service. Segmented sprockets 
are easy to replace. The undercarriage 
is optimised with strong structures for 
stability and durability.

A Desert/High Abrasion package is 
available from the factory to enhance 
machine performance in extremely 

sandy or abrasive underfoot conditions. 
The cooling system is designed for high 
debris environments, with easy access 
for cleanout. The specially coated fan 
and radiator help resist abrasion and a 
core protection grid helps keep debris 
out of major systems. A high ambient flu-
ids package helps handle the heat, while 
the sealed bottom guard and added 
seals to help keep fine abrasive particles 
out of components. l

Cost-effective to own and operate, customers 
can expect up to 10% lower owning costs 
compared to the D8T.

Booyco Electronics’ CXS solution is software-driven, allowing even 
more flexibility and adaptability to customer’s specific needs.

SUPPLY CHAIN NEWS
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New MD for BME 

Ralf Hennecke has been appointed as 
the MD of BME, a division of the Omnia 
Group, with effect from December 1, 
2021. BME is a leading manufacturer 
and supplier of explosives products, 
technology and blasting services to 
the mining, quarrying and construction 
industries across many African coun-
tries, Asia Pacific and North America. 
BME has a balanced presence in sec-
tors that are essential to the sustain-

able use of the world’s finite resources 
and focuses on developing intellectual 
property to add value to the global 
mining sector.

“It is an honour to accept this role, 
and with the support of my team, we are 
deeply committed to executing on BME’s 
growth plans across our global markets. 
We will achieve this through consis-
tent product, technology and services 
delivery, close customer and stakeholder 
relationships and partnerships, whilst 
playing our part as a responsible and 
sustainable corporate citizen in the min-
ing sector,” says Hennecke.

The recent launch of AXXIS Titanium 
(TM), one of the world’s most advanced 
electronic blast detonation systems, 
greater customer focus on ESG and 
innovative technology will play a key 
role in driving growth, while the “Blast 
Alliance” approach will further entrench 
the division’s reputation as a collabora-
tive partner. BME was recently awarded 
the prestigious Best Mining Practices 
in Indonesia and the South African 

CAIA Responsible Care award for its 
application of used oil in our explosive 
emulsions.

“In line with Omnia’s growth strategy, 
it is vital to ensure that we have the 
leadership bench strength required to 
achieve our ambitions. It thus gives me 
great pleasure to welcome Ralf in his 
new role. Ralf’s wealth of experience 
and understanding of our Group allows 
us to continue to execute on our growth 
strategy,” comments Seelan Gobalsamy, 
CEO of the Omnia Group.

Hennecke. started his career in 
1987 at Rand Mines Limited. He 
was employed at Johannesburg 
Consolidated Investments (JCI), fol-
lowing which he joined Omnia BME in 
1995. He has deep operational, market-
ing, sales, commercial and technical 
expertise. Ralf has been part of BME’s 
executive team for over 20 years and 
played a key role in BME’s recent global 
corporate development and strategy. 
In July 2021, Ralf was promoted to the 
position of MD for BME SADC. l

Metso Outotec is launching a Virtual 
Inspection tool for horizontal grinding 
mill linings. The new, patented Virtual 
Inspection platform takes the benefits 
of 3D scanning to a new level. It enables 
the scanned mill linings to be viewed 
in virtual reality and offers an efficient 
and safe environment for technical 
discussions. 

This innovation is a continuation of 
Metso Outotec’s pioneering role and 
its more than six decades of experience 
in engineering and manufacturing mill 
liners and grinding mills. 

‘On-site’ mill lining inspections can 
be safely hosted while being off-site, 
thanks to the fully immersive virtual 
walkthroughs and the ability to compre-
hensively review any particular point of 
the mill lining. The Virtual Inspection tool 
aligns perfectly with Metso Outotec’s 
aftermarket digital strategy by improving 
the efficiency and safety of our services 
through advanced wear-part analyses. 

“Our patented MillMapper 
3D-scanning of mill linings has been 
the industry benchmark for years. The 

scans are used to understand the way 
the mill liners wear, to optimise the 
liner design, and to accurately predict 
the reline schedules. There is a grow-
ing need to find new ways to reach out 
to our customers and to discuss mill 
lining performance with them remotely. 
Our customers will benefit from our 
strong experience with over 8 000 mills 
worldwide combined with the market’s 
most comprehensive offering and the 
new software platform,” says Lars 
Furtenbach, Research and Technology 
Development manager, Mill Lining 
Solutions.

Liner assessments in virtual reality – 
benefits of the new solution: 

The users enter a 360° environment 
where they can move about freely in a 3D 
virtual setting and interact with the mill 
lining scan to analyse it.

Metso Outotec customers get to see 
their own individual lining scans.

Up to eight people can meet in virtual 
rooms to discuss a mill lining scan.

Features like remaining liner thickness 
measurements and profile review enable 

the users to make real-time assessments 
of the liners. The colour-coded heatmap 
mode helps in analysing the wear pat-
terns and in detecting problem areas, so 
that the mill lining design and perfor-
mance can be improved.

Viewing the scans in virtual reality is 
the next best thing to an actual site visit. 
This reduces the need to travel to the 
site and to make inspections in a risky 
environment, thereby improving safety 
and reducing CO2 emissions. l

Metso Outotec launches virtual inspection tool for mill linings

Ralf Hennecke, new MD of BME.

‘On-site’ mill lining inspections can be safely 
hosted while being off-site, thanks to the fully 
immersive virtual walkthroughs.
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Given that alcohol can 
significantly impair 
the ability to drive and 
operate heavy machinery 
with accuracy, it is 

understandable why there should be a 
zero tolerance to alcohol in mining. 

Not just a safety issue, South Africa 
has a long history with alcohol abuse 
which can only be addressed through 
education and testing. Only through 
proper workplace interventions, such 
as regular alcohol testing and aware-
ness programmes on the health risks 
of alcohol consumption, is it possible 
to make a difference. 

Mining and alcohol should not mix
For the most part, well-established 
mining companies in South Africa 
are very aware of the mining safety 
regulations which state that a person is 
not permitted to enter or remain in the 
mining premises under the influence 
of alcohol. 

These organisations already have 
clear policies in place that detail zero 
tolerance to alcohol in the workplace, 
laying the foundation for regular, com-
pulsory alcohol testing with breath-
alyser equipment. When it comes to 
opening new mines, one of the first 
things that the Department of Mineral 
Resources checks for is whether there 
is testing for alcohol. 

What risk does alcohol pose in the 
mining environment? Much like drink-
ing and then driving, the individual will 
experience impaired concentration and 
judgment which makes them a hazard 
in an already hazardous workplace. 
Accidents impact on production nega-
tively and from a company perspective, 
employees who have an alcohol prob-
lem are even less productive due to a 
higher rate of absenteeism. However, 
testing alone is insufficient as a safety 
measure and can only have the proper 
deterrent effect if miners actually 

understand the rules testing is meant 
to enforce. 

Education is everything
With alcohol so deeply entwined 
in the culture of mining, it can be 
difficult to separate the two. Unless 
there is an understanding around the 
dangers of alcohol use, particularly 
in mining, there will still be a high 
prevalence of miners arriving for work 
under the influence of alcohol. This 
is largely due to the fact that workers 
don’t understand how long alcohol 
takes to get out of their systems, and 
believe that if they drink the night 
before, they will be completely sober 
by the time they arrive at work the 
following day. With proper education, 
workers would understand that they 
can drink at night but in order to pass 
the breathalyser test the next day, it 
will need to be in moderation. After 
proper awareness training, workers 
are more likely to understand that 
alcohol testing is not to catch them 
and fire them for drinking. Learning 
a proper culture of safety will help 
people to make educated decisions 
about whether and how much they’re 
going to drink the night before they 
come to work.
 
Putting safety first
Mining companies need to conduct 
awareness training with employees 
regularly. One measure that has 
proven effective in showing workers 
that the mine is simply looking to 
work with them in reducing acci-
dents and increasing safety is to put 
voluntary testing systems in place. 
This involves mounting a breathalyser 
to a wall close to the turnstiles or the 
entrance points and allowing workers 
to test themselves before they enter. If 
they test positive, they receive a warn-
ing instead of instant dismissal. 

Once a worker has tested positive, 

they are barred from volunteering 
again for three to six months, but no 
disciplinary action is taken. It is simply 
the opportunity for workers to be hon-
est and test themselves if they feel like 
they might have overindulged the night 
before. This shows the employee that 
the mine’s primary goal is preventing 
workers from entering under the influ-
ence of alcohol, in the interest of safety. 

However, workers that choose to 
ignore the safety aspect and try to 
enter the workplace without consid-
eration for how much they’ve had to 
drink, will be tested positive by the 
security guard, which will start the dis-
ciplinary processes involved in arriving 
at work under the influence of alcohol.

The key to successful intervention 
in respect of alcohol in the work-
place ultimately hinges on showing 
employees that it’s a safety issue and 
not a punitive issue. Here, regular 
alcohol testing is important and must 
be done on a daily basis. Compulsory 
testing where employees know they 
are going to be tested every day is 
the only effective way to stop intox-
icated individuals from entering the 
workplace. l

With mining’s reputation as one of the most dangerous industries in the world, it’s 
important that mining enterprises keep pushing to increase workplace safety. One 
of the most critical aspects of safety to address is the consumption of alcohol in the 
workplace. By Rhys Evans, MD at ALCO-Safe.

INCREASING WORKPLACE 
SAFETY IN MINES AND QUARRIES

 Rhys Evans, MD at ALCO-Safe.
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